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Editorial
How time flies when you are having fun.
one moment you are still baking with a
little too much fat on the beach (read
Rutbeek) and the other moment you are
again in the coats of three sheep, holding a cup of hot chocolate, chilling in
warm panties and enjoying the winter.
Yes nothing is more changeable than the
weather, except for this committee, because things have changed again. Where
we were with 6 last time, we are with 9
this edition! And now I can already hear
you thinking, what happened here? Who
joined? Well, I’m going to explain that to
you in great detail. Of course, Promohomeo Romeo has been part of the committee since the board change. We also
have two fresh members. Both water
polo Ladies, who are adding a more feminine touch to the panties. These are Sarah and Karlijn. The nine of us put blood,
sweat and tears (and no other things)
into these panties. Finally, we also had a
small job change. Yes it is true, these are
my last panties as chairman of this wonderful committee. From now on, Romeo
is at the helm of this wonderful collection of people.
Happy reading and see you next edition!
Oat moan!
Vincent Oosterhoff
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By the Board
Hi sweet little fish,
After more than 6 hours of meetings
and having to be silent for a long time
because everyone could hear us through
Titus’s microphone, we woke up to the
sound of the gavel. It is time, we are
the board of Piranha. This year I swim
together with Ilse, Denise, Aaron, Pieter
and Rinke at the front of the school of
fish called ZPV Piranha. Suddenly, we
are responsible and people expect us to
make decisions about important (and
less important) things.
Recent times have been quite varied. In
fact, everything was arranged for our
Meet The Board drink, since a constitution drink, as we know it, could not take
place. However, we had to cancel it because the corona figures in the Netherlands continue to rise or as Gerard Joling
says: We are going rocket now.
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Fortunately, we were able to hold our
board meetings safely in the Bastille. We
have been meeting there for a couple
of hours now. Unfortunately, this is no
longer possible because the measures
have been further tightened, which is
completely understandable. Luckily, we
have our beloved panda to support us
in these difficult times. These measures
also mean that we as Piranha can no

longer do what we love to do, swim. Just
like you, we will keep a close eye on the
messages from the government and let
you know as soon as it is safe to swim
again. To ensure that our fins are nice
and flexible, we have been busy organizing land training together with Cronos.
Het Zinkstuk also decided to “steal” the
gavel just before the board switch. This
was all resolved in time to allow us to
switch. In exchange for the gavel, they
wanted a date dinner. Since our great
friend Rona does not allow that now, we
have converted it into an online game
night.
Finally, as an activities commissioner and
of course also on behalf of the board, I
would like to say that I hope that we will
make it a safe and very pleasant year
again. Despite if that means that we will
occasionally have to do online activities.
Hugs and kisses (at 1.5m)
Romeo

Bingo-evening

Balls rolled, tears flowed and there were
a lot of stripes. No, I’m not talking about
a standard Euro drink, but about the
night where the Buba was transformed
into Los Angeles. People sold their souls
to the fantastic game called Bingo. People always told me that Piranhas will not
devour you, but nothing could be further from the truth. Once the forbidden
word was called, the time had come. I
find it hard to describe how fast it went.
Still, I’m going to explain it, even though
it’s not easy to talk about the numbers
and the balls. The moment the ball slid
rolled out off the machine and Johanneke displayed them gracefully, the eyes
were clinging to the bingo card. There
was only attention for the card. It was so
intense that even nobody noticed that
the number 69 came along. Nobody
lost sight of their goal, namely all those
great prizes. The prices were old Piranha
clothing merch and especially scarves.
There were only a few happy
Henkies, where Lady Luck
then fell from the sky,
she became their
baby and they became her baby
again, because
these Henkies
can now be
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recognized by clothes that date back to
the prehistoric times. How can you recognize this? It’s very simple, it has the
underwater hockey branche on it. When
this sport was still possible to do at Piranha, Wout was still an innocent young
student. The question we therefore got
was: “How did you get all these beautiful
things (and those ‘enormously’ beautiful
hats).” Unfortunately, this is a committee
secret, otherwise we will not be able to
organize such a cool Bingo again in five
years. Hopefully, after five years, we will
have such creative minds in our midst
again, who will not only think about
normal bingo, but also about BingoBingo. Not only did people participate
even more fanatically in this game, the
prizes were even better than at the other Bingo. Ketchup, Smarties, Soap and
above all homemade artworks. When
there were no more prizes left at the end
of the evening, the Piranhas were no
longer there as the fish. Conclusion
of the evening: this was one
of the most visited activities of this year and it
was not due to the
organizing skills of
Dù EVC, but due
to the range of
free merch!

Vincent Oosterhof

TNC

After all the uncertainty, we got the
green light! The TNC was allowed to
continue again this year! In a slightly
different form than usual, but that did
not spoil the fun. We started the buildup on Friday evening. A dozen Piranhas
were on hand to help lug banks, set up
tents and, of course, position the tap.
Of course, this tap had to be tested that
same evening. After drinking enough
courage we could start the day fresh as a
fiddle on Saturday. It was the turn of the
men’s low group. The Piranha Gods Sons
were eager to enter the water, ready to
perform.
And they did! Certainly after the necessary beers in the interval between
matches, these men played the stars
of the sky, or at least, that’s how they
brought it themselves. After the morning program it was time for the real
work, the real men were allowed to enter the water. Represented by our own
elite, an afternoon of high-quality polo

started. It was so exciting that even a tie
breaker was needed at the end of the
ride. This was done in the most studentlike way possible, with a beer relay. They
swam a lane, slurped in a golden yellow
fun cilinder and then swum back again.
After this exciting ending it was time
to enjoy a wonderful evening without
stress. Our favorite delivery person from
Elat Roma came to the outdoor pool
with a pile of heart valve grease. After
everyone had eaten all the lost calories,
the evening meal was washed down
with a small beer. Then “arrived” Sunday
morning. Time for the ladies group. The
guppies are ready in the starting blocks
to show the present ladies teams how
to play. The Guppies convincingly won
the day. It was not the same as previous
years, but for what was possible it was a
great alternative! Thank you committee
for the organization and everyone until
next year!
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Wout Vissers

Online Activities
beautiful discord screens you only see
some cubes, we already live in the 21st
century a little camera quality is not too
much to ask. It’s still a weird face, bubbling behind your PC, normally you’d call
someone an alcoholic when someone
has been drinking some beers late into
the night all on their own. Fortunately,
these practices are now so called exceptions and online activities are widely
accepted. Online activities also bring a
lot of benefits. You’re basically already
at home, so saying you can not have a
drink because you still have to drive, or
you can not join because you still have to
go all the way to campus are really reasons you can’t use with online activities
any more. In recent weeks there have
been quite a few online activities, so the
guppies have had an online introduction, and there has been a game night
on the web. Finally, there was an epic radio broadcast of Beer and Wout. During

the broadcast, plenty of requests
were made. Furthermore, there
was a real beer tasting during the
broadcast in which Beer and Wout
trained the beers well and the
beers were judged together with
the listeners. In difficult times, online activities are a solution to give
you the feeling of being with each
other.
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During the autumn something happened we were all afraid of, when the
days started to darken again, and everyone back in their house had to flee
from the cold, he struck again. We are
of course talking about the Virus (ta
taaa taaaaaaaa). Again, the government
came up with some restrictive measures.
It made organizing the activities a lot
more difficult, but of course this did not
mean a complete stop to the fun. The piranha discord has reopened as an online
activities medium. Just like during that
oh so nice first wave, everyone is now
crawling behind their screen with a camera, to have a nice drink and chat, while
enjoying a delicious game of scribble.io
or other games available on the global
web. However, online bubbling remains
far from ideal. Often you notice that the
technology sometimes does not want
to cooperate. Why are these cameras
always looking so bad? On half of those

Association Day

Every disadvantage has an advantage.
This proverb was central to this day.
Apart from the new fish, the concept of
V-weekend is a rock within the association. It is a weekend full of fun, little or
no swimming and the most important
beer (or water for the enthusiast)! To
everyone’s regret, we had to cancel this
weekend because of our big friend corona. Fortunately, we were able to make a
compromise with our other great friend
Mark. Instead of a weekend, we made it
a day and swimming was the main focus. Early in the morning the committee
started making sandwiches under the
motto lekkere kadetjes. When the bears
were done making sandwiches, it was
a wonder that a number of hangover
Piranhas were in time to participate in
the Rescue workshop. After the refreshing dive, one group could enjoy lunch
already, while the other group was busy
changing into underwater hockey clothing. Then the magical magic trick came
and the groups alternated. That’s not the
only magic trick according to some. The
sandwiches have also been tampered
with, but that is a different story. After
some rest and some beers, it was time
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for the last activity of the day. It was to
try to keep your legs above water as elegantly as possible. I have to tell you honestly, I wasn’t very good. Fortunately several people were able to do something
under the instruction of Tamara. After
4 beautiful performances, it were the
Johnys who charmed the jury with their
dabs. It was a warm day, everyone took a
nice ice cream and they spent their time
playing frisbee with an underwater frisbee, throwing a ball or enjoying the music of the DJ Duo RoTi’s, who were playing countless hits, until Beer had enough
of it. After everyone had enjoyed burgers, pizzas and hairdressing salons, well
almost everyone had that, but a stubborn person thought that pasta from
elat would be tasty, it was time for more
beers or water. After a short introduction
round of the former KB and the beer relay it was time to break things down and
continue ‘partying’ in the sports canteen,
because a V day or weekend is never
complete without a little escalation.To
reflect on with which words we started.
Without corona we wouldn’t have organized such a nice day!

Sander de Ridder

My cat could probably write a better
piece walking over
my keyboard

Okay, so past week I was afflicted with
some intense “writers block”. Could it
be due to -shameless plug- slamming
out 5000 words the past weeks to finish
my Bachelor report? Perhaps. Well, quite
probably. So my brain prefers to do simple stuff at the moment. And shutting
down my brain apparently works pretty
well playing online games. My introvert side is not feeling the pressures of
-gasp- regular human contact, whilst the
side of me that is completely done with
these lockdowns is still getting its fix. Of
course I would much rather be in the water again, however since that is impossi-

ble at the moment it is nice to still talk
to people. I have never been crazy about
board or card games, however I am starting to appreciate them more and more.
It may be that I’m just missing waterpolo
matches, this being a way to still be competitive (yes, I know now the right mindset just have fun yada yada). After being
locked away for a while, having drinks
with my roommates got a bit stale and
playing online videogames gets old too.
Perhaps we can replace the cancelled
stuff by playing games on Discord?
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Lustrum
Activities
Piranha’s birthday drink – September 16
On September 16 it was finally time: the 55th birthday of ZPV Piranha !! This was of
course celebrated entirely in birthday style, with delicious candy bags with a small
ICEje here and there and a pair of brand new orange lustrum dice for each member.
These stones were immediately tested during a mex tournament. In between, a certain comedian was spotted, after which there was still a lot of bubbling in the update.
EscalaXI training – September 18
On September 18 there was a wonderful escalation in the outdoor pool. The Piranhas
entered the water with loud hits from the Gebroeders Scooter for a small beer relay
and a game of rugby. Afterwards there were some small drinks here and there by the
members, and a little dance party on the side was of course not to be missed.
Lustrum Pubquiz – September 25
On September 25, we as a lustrum committee tested the knowledge of our members with a Piranha pub quiz. Some have learned more than others, but there was
new information for everyone; even for us. The picture round had a fallacy that most
people fell for, as well as the music round where the last song had nothing to do with
water. The exciting battle really started at the slipper round, where even the authors
or contributors no longer knew which slipper belonged to whom. Lots of specialty
beers and laughter, furthermore, two teams turned out to be well matched, so they
still had to answer the question of questions; how many members does Piranha have
at the moment? After a long sweat, Wout was further from Jesse, and ‘Koel’ could call
himself the real winner.
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New Members

Dear readers,

Hi fellow fish!

I’ll see you at training!
Love, Nynke

1

Hi hi,

Well, my passion for water.. Let’s think..
Just seven months after birth, on the
coconut island Aruba, it has already
arisen. Mom is relaxing on the beach
while I crawl through the surf as a small
fish, under panic from the locals. When
I spoke to a lifeguard on Ameland a few
years ago, I knew immediately. I want
that too! It was an absolute no-brainer
to join the Rescue branch of Piranha.
Every week I train with a fanatical group
of Piranhas to participate in guards at
various events in the future. There is a
lot of fun together and the fanaticism of
the training is therefore always continued in the canteen;) I hope to have a
good time and to celebrate a party with
all the other Piranha’s in the future!
Greetings!! Stan Mulder
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My name is Sarah and I will train with Piranha’s guppies this year. I am a first year
BMT student and got to know Piranha
during the kick-in.
With my do-group we participated in an
introductory training, after which I registered on the spot.
I’ve been playing water polo for 2 years
now and every now and then, I’m still a
bit of a klutz in the water. This, of course,
isn’t that bad since my sociabillity makes
up for this.
Besides water polo I am a member of
the mediacie, I sometimes like to read a
book and I enjoy watching netflix. It’s a
good thing I have these hobbies, at least
I have something to do on the train on
my way to my parents.
All in all I hope to have a great time with
Piranha and the guppies. I hope to get to
know everyone soon.
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Greetings, Sarah
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My name is Nynke and I have been a
member of Piranha since the beginning
of this academic year. I started studying
technical mathematics at UT in September. I come from the Eindhoven area, so
in order to be ahead of the question,
the answer is: of course the TU/e was
not nearly as nice as the University of
Twente, there was no Piranha there! Now
for the serious answer, I liked the atmosphere here a lot more and living on campus also appealed to me. I now live in a
nice student house near the forest. I have
always been competitive in swimming
and wanted to continue that here. I also
play trombone in SHOT and I am a wannabe piano player. There is some work to
be done there…

My name is Wouter and this year i started the OW diving course with two of
my friends (Robin and Marit, see photo).
I am now in the 4th year of technical
Medicine and this is the first year I have
been a member of Piranha. Now, I hear
you think: “Why just now?”. Well, it is true
that I participated in the intro training of
swimming last year. However, conditionally I seriously underestimated this, so
that I only recently fully recovered. Because of this I also had my doubts about
signing up for the introduction dive.
Luckily I eventually succumbed to the
pressure of my friends (and the praised
member Vincent Oosterhof ). I really
liked the introduction dive, that’s why I
signed up for the OW course. I’m really
looking forward to it, and who knows, I
might also try a swimming training...

From who is this
ass?
Here at Piranha there are al lot af tasty
buts. Do you recognize this but? Send a
funny email to mediacie@zpv-piranha.nl
and win awesome prizes.

Senior Tales
Hallo Skiere Piranha’s,

Et wör vuur miej wier moal tied um
iejleu met te nemn in de mooin Tweantse spraoke.
Dit moal gin laank stuk onriem mer nen
paar klean vertealsel.
Zoas wiej hier in Tweante ok oonzn
gekuier nooit zo laank is.
Dat geet as voalgt: de leu loopt mekaar teagn t lief, Genn zegd, hoo ist? De
aander zegd, good met ie? Joa ok good.
Einde gekuier.
Zoodöanig is et Tweants et rapste
sproake van t Hollaandske.
Zo sprekn wie in Tweante ok de N nich
zo vaak oet as in de rest van Hollaand. As
vuurbeeld Gebroekn wie in Tweante de
N mangs nich.
Zo zegn wie nich tweezitsbank mer
tweezitsbak, of ad vuurbeeld den oetdrukking stak voor dak.
Hier in Tweante zegn wiej ook nich
glansbak of dankgoot mer glasbak en
dakgoot mer dat is ginne dialekt mer
een klean accentje.
Altemets is et neudig um hiervuur noar
den logopedist te goan. Dus ikke noar
den logopedist, zeg dat iejleu miej beroerd könn begriepn, zegd zee, Ach nee,
welnee, het is juist heerlijk weer.

ie van de fiets daalpleerd dan zien zee te
laat met streuin.
As iejleu now deankt, wat is dit stukje
kort, dat klopt. De moandn december en
januarie zien berstns drok. Goddaank is
et al antoo karnaval, dan geet wier lös.
Et bestn Karnaval viert iejleu naturlik
in et Boeskoolstädken tiedns de dree
dolle daagn. Alzoo hop ikke dat iejleu
almoal hier in Boeskoolstad nen biertje
komn dreenkn. En aans weans ik iejleu
een machtig mooin tied in et zuudn van
oons laand.
Good goan,
Senior.
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Now is et de afgeloopn tied et berstns
koald west. Doar is nen mooin gezegde
bie: Et kan Vreezn, et kan deuin, mer as

Karlijn and Karlijn

Hello cuties!
This summer, the Mediacie was expanded with another Karlijn and that gave us
(Karlijn & Karlijn) the nice idea to turn
this page into a Karlijn & Karlijn column!
Because you can never get enough of a
Karlijn.
In the ancient past, two nice ladies within Piranha had a ladies column in ‘het
Slipje’. We thought it would be nice to
bring this back to life and give it our own
twist! There are many amazing topics to
start a column with, especially when the
fun month December starts. However,
since the horror year 2020 is almost over,
we take this moment to complain one
more time and we hope you can enjoy
complaining with us! And what’s greater
than complaining about the struggles
while swimming. Starting off mainly ladies complain that the pool is too cold,
but believe us, men also have struggles
while swimming.
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the whole training...
Karlijn: Definitely, even though once
you’re in the water it is fine.
Karlijn: Except for the outdoor pool, it
stays cold if you don’t go in immediately.
Not only is the beginning of the training a horror moment, the cold often
also meets us afterwards. It starts with
walking towards the showers, especially
when people leave the outside door
to the pool open, the cold air will blow
straight at you. At that moment you
probably think: ‘ah, but luckily I can take
a nice hot shower’. But when the shower
has finally warmed you thoroughly, the
changing room is still quite cold afterwards, so the shower barely has any effect.
Karlijn: I always hoped they would install
floor heating in the changing rooms…
Karlijn: Ooh, that would have been super
nice! Nice warm feet!

Before we get into some women’s issues, let’s start with one that everyone
can relate to: diving into the pool before
practice. We cannot imagine that there is
someone who does like this, if you do we
would like to hear!

At that moment you just want to change
as soon as possible, but the water has
swollen your skin to such an extent that
it is impossible to put on your skinny
jeans. So you must stay in the cold even
longer. Luckily you will automatically
warm up due to these struggles.

Karlijn: That’s actually the hardest part of

Karlijn: I wonder if men also suffer from

this…
Karlijn: Maybe.. Or maybe not, but I am
sure there are plenty of other things that
do bother men!

forgot about these fundamental struggles’, then send us a message! Even we,
Karlijn & Karlijn, will always be happy
fishies in the sea!

Especially now, in this time, where you
have to bike toward the swimming pool
with your swimwear on, the (tight) panties can rub or ‘schiiry’ as the source said.
We do not suffer from this as women, but
we can definitely imagine the struggle.
Karlijn: Oops, that doesn’t sound pleasant.
Karlijn: I wouldn’t trade my swimsuit for
that!
Karlijn: Hmm, well…
Oh yes, there is also a disadvantage to
the tight bathing suits. For example doing a ‘pee pee’ is suddenly very difficult.
Not only when you urgently have to go
during training, but even when you just
got dressed for training and you want
to get on your bike, a ‘number one’ becomes challenging…
Karlijn: Well, that’s definitely annoying!
Karlijn: Yup, if they would just come up
with something…
Karlijn: I KNOW!?... A Buttflap!
Oh well, enough whining and complaining. Struggles are annoying but they will
not ruin our mood completely. Swimming is delightful even with these small
miseries. Eventually you can chat about
them. Are you thinking, ‘hey, you guys
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Karlijn, Karlijn
and the column

It was not the second day of Christmas
in nineteen sixty-two, and Flappie’s cage
was long empty by then. However, it was
the first of October two thousand and
twenty-two and the hall of the Spiegel
was still filled at that time, not with herbs
as with Flappie, but with the brand new
and very old board. I remember this like
it was yesterday, my hand went up, not
to toast to the board change, but to ask
a question online. I had a question that
bothered me throughout the general
meeting. This time it wasn’t about what
normally bothers me, like global warming, metal straws that you can’t bend or
that everyone knows that a ‘rondvraag’
doesn’t necessarily have to be a question. No, my dear readers, it was about a
history issue. If you don’t know yet, talking about how history played out or how
I’m going to write history by filling up
more beers is a hobby of mine. I will not
beat around the bush, but just spray it
out. For me it was about what appeared
on Mother Nature first. The Gallus Gallus
domesticus (GGD) or the ovum. Popularly we call these two the chicken and
the egg. The GGD is a dinosaur in our
current society. I was told that some ten
thousand years ago the GGD spread its
wings somewhere in the Far East to finally arrive in the Netherlands around eight
hundred BC. But the big question is: how
did this chicken originate? As every individual knows with the chicken, you
do not suffer from a howling child from
the cut. The chicken lays an egg. From
that egg, as Pino puts it nicely, comes an
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uulskuuk’n. But what plagues me is: how
can a GGD arise without an egg first? I do
have a theory, namely that the GGD descends from an incapable dinosaur, who
just couldn’t do anything, so that’s why
I decided to become the most versatile
piece of meat. Thanks to this fantastic
decision, we can now enjoy a delicious
chicken corn. Which brings me to the
next question, namely why is it chicken
corn and not corn chicken. Unfortunately, time has flown by and we are passing
this issue on to another time.
So that gives relief. I finally lost my egg
to you. If you share a different opinion or
want to give feedback on my theory, feel
free to mail mediacie@zpv-piranha.nl.
Kisses from the Boyz,
Ties

Jokes with Mathijs &
Matthijs
Douwe is a Dutch soldier, he runs toward
a crossroad and sees a nun standing
there. He asks, “Sister, may I hide under
your skirt for a moment, I’ll explain later.” The nun enthusiastically accepts the
proposal. Moments later, two MPs come
running and ask the nun: “Did a soldier
pass by?” She answers tes and sends the
MPs in another direction. After the MPs
have disappeared, Douwe crawls out
of her skirt and says: “Thank you, sister,
I don’t want to go to Afghanistan.” The
nun nods understandingly. To further
compliment the nun, Douwe says: “I
don’t want to be a rude sister, but you
have the most beautiful pair of legs I’ve
ever seen.” Wout answers: “If you had
looked a bit higher, you would have seen
the most beautiful balls in the world” “I
don’t want to go to Afghanistan either.”
A kangaroo walks into the sports canteen, sits down at the bar and orders a
beer. “That will be twenty-five euros,”
says the bartender. That is a bit expensive, the kangaroo thinks, but still puts
twenty-five euros on the counter, is
served a freshly tapped beer and starts
to drink it slowly. After a while he realizes
that the whole cafe is staring at him. “
Boy,” he says to the bartender, “the whole
cafe is looking at me. A bit rude, don’t
you think?” “You have to understand,”
says the bartender, “we don’t often get

kangaroos here.” “No I get that,” says the
kangaroo, “if you twenty-five euros for a
beer...”
Winter is well on its way when Denise
thinks: “I’m going ice fishing”. She’s done
her research, bought all the gear and
heads to the ice.
She starts to cut a hole in the ice as she
suddenly hears a voice: “There are no fish
here”.
Shocked, she moves her seat to another
spot on the ice. Just before she wants to
cut a hole again, she hears another voice:
“There are no fish here!”.
Denis, quite shocked and worried, moves
to another spot one more time. There
she tries it one more time, and again:
“There are no fish here!!”.
She stops, looks up and asks,
“Is that you, God?”
The voice answers:
“No, I am the announcer of the artificial
ice rink!”
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Nonsense with Ties

Puzzles
There’s nothing like making a delicious
puzzle next to the fire. This can only
be done, or done with a team, there is
something for everybody. This edition of
the puzzle page contains two puzzles a
binary puzzle and a Swedish puzzle. For
those who don’t know the rules of a binary puzzle yet, we’ll set out the rules.
-All boxes must be filled in with a 1 or 0.
-No more than two of the same number may be next to, or underneath each
other.
-Each other Each row and column must
contain the same total number of zeros
and ones.
-Each row is unique and each column is
unique, however this means that a row
and a column can be filled in the same
way
Hopefully, as an inexperienced binary
puzzle maker, you can also crack this
puzzle as well as everybody else. To stay
in the winter atmosphere theme is also
a nice price to earn. The orange boxes of
the Swedish puzzle form a word, send
this word to mediacie@zpv-piranha.nl.
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Have fun with the puzzle!!

Activities
Year overview ZPV Piranha ‘20 / ‘21
September ‘20
Ma
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October ‘20
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Ma

16 – Opening lustrum drink
18 – Lustrum escalate training
19 – V-day
25 – Lustrum pub quiz
30 – Board change AV
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Wo
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8 – Swimmers activity
19 – Polo activity
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6 – Polo activity – Radio
16 – RedCie activity
18 – NLA
25 – Swimmers activity
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January ‘21
13 – NSWK Nijmegen
20 – Polo activity – building
gingerbread houses
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13 – New year cocktails
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3 – Disco Swimming
7 – NSWK Leiden
10 – Lingo Valentine's Day special
12, 13, 14 - Association weekend
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3 – Poetsborrel
17 - AV
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23, 24 - Batavierenrace
28 - Piraoke
30, 1, 2 - NSZK Rotterdam
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July ‘21
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30, 1, 2 - NSZK Rotterdam
19 – Superhero’s drink
29 – NSWK Utrecht
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11, 12, 13 - NSZK Enschede
30 – Boulderen
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7 – Krazy Kangaroo
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